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HARDWARE
+3 MONITORS

+3 TROLLEYS
+1 MANAGEMENT PC

+1 VIDEO CARD
+ SOFTWARE

4K Resolution
98”, 86”, 75”, 65” 
ambient light 
sensor

IMMERSIVE CLASSROOM KIT:

Code Display Digital Board Management PC Trolley Software Included

SMA-IMM65 65” Multi-touch 
interactive 
monitor, 4K 
resolution, 
integrated 
Android player

i5 processor, 
512 GB SSD, 
16 GB RAM, 
Ske Video Envy 
Quadro P 1000 
4GB.

no. 3 Monitor 
trolleys on 
wheels with 
adjustable 
height.

SmartMedia Iwb,
Mozaik Mozabook 
software
with License for 
5 years (contents 
already installed 
and ready for use)

SMA-IMM75 75”

SMA-IMM86 86”

SMA-IMM98 98”

The immersive classroom 
transforms a static learning 
environment into an innovative, 
dynamic and co-involving learning 
environment in which students interact 
by touching, shaking, exploring, designing, 
creating.

Immersive walls transform, come to life, move to 
make the learning experience more emotionally impactful.

CONFIGURATIONS
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SOFTWARE: MOZAIK MOZABOOK

SOFTWARE: SMARTMEDIA IWB
SmartMedia’s Multilingual 
Authoring Software, with 
educational resources for various 
school disciplines (mathematics, 
chemistry, physics, information 
technology, history, geography, 
optics, electrical engineering, music, 
physical education, architecture, sign 
language, etc.).
Mathematical formula editor, 
creation of tables and graphs, 
freehand and geometric drawing 
tools, and presentation tools.
From the toolbar connection to other 
connected digital devices (video 
camera, webcam, document camera 

or interactive responders), for a more 
interactive and engaging lesson.
Functions for creating interactive 
presentations, producing 
educational content, Importing and 
exporting lessons created in the 
universal Interactive WhiteBoard/
Common File Format (IWB/CFF).

Educational presentation 
software, used worldwide 
in thousands of classrooms, 
designed for use on interactive 
screens.
Manuals, notebooks, interactive 
exercises and versatile 
illustrations, animations and 
intelligent presentation options 
offered by the software expand 
the teaching tools of teachers.
You can draw and paint, insert 
images and interactive content 
(3D, video, audio, flash, etc.) in the 
program’s notebooks.

Spectacular interactive elements 
and applications that develop 
skills, illustrate the material 
or present virtual experiments 
that arouse the interest of the 
pupils and help to process the 
educational material.
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CONTACTS
email: INFO@SMARTMEDIAWORLD.NET

site: WWW.SMARTMEDIAWORLD.NET

Ph.: 06.85.30.18.60
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